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High School Students Visit the Landfill

A Visit to an Elementary School Sparks Smiles

Don't Forget Valentine's Day

Where does shredded paper go? You'll be surprised!

What's
Happening

A Green Valentine's Day

Tuesday
February 14

Bay Area Students Learn About
the Importance of Recycling

Oakland High, Oakland Tech and San Leandro High
schools recently sent members of their Green Teams to
tour our Altamont Landfill to learn about the different
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While Valentine's Day doesn't
create as much waste as
Christmas, it ranks among the
holiday leaders. Each year more
than 190 million cards and
flowers are exchanged in
addition to more than 58 million
pounds of chocolates!

Thankfully, you can help make
Valentine's Day more
environmentally friendly. 

If flowers are a must, please
remember to place them in your
compost bin when they wilt! You
can also place the paper
wrappings holding chocolates -
and any of those treats you
didn't like - into the compost
bin.

Meanwhile, remember to recycle
all your cards and any cardboard
boxes that once held gifts!

Love the environment as much
as you love your partner!
Remember to compost and
recycle.

February Compost Tip

Shredded paper

Likely you'll be shredding some
paper as you organize your
receipts and various tax
documents over the next two
months.

Here's something you may not
know about shredded paper: it

ways Waste Management is working to develop
sustainable solutions to waste.

The whirlwind tours showed three dozen students how
we are using landfill gas to generate electricity and
converting it into natural gas to power our vehicles,
how we protect the environment through strict
operational procedures, and how we are working to
reduce the amount of waste that flows to our landfill.

"Today's visit to the landfill really opened my eyes to
the reality of our garbage situation and its impact on
our environment," said Cai, a student from Oakland High
School. "It makes me think about not taking things for
granted and to be educated about everything."

We enjoy hosting tours of the landfill, especially for
dozens of interested high school students who are eager
to work on solutions to some of our most difficult
challenges.

"It was a great way to educate," said Sarah Fockler, an
environmental protection specialist at the landfill. "It
helps to show students where their waste goes. They
get a better understanding of the process and they
realize the importance of separating recyclable and
compostable materials."

Students from the Oakland High School Green Team and
the San Leandro High School Green Team each posted a
blog item about their trip.

Elementary School Kids Get a First
Hand Look at Compost Collection

Students from The German School of Silicon Valley gather for
photo after garbage collection truck demonstration.
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belongs in the compost bin!

Shredded paper loose in your
recycling car is too small to be
captured for recycling. Instead it
gets trapped in the machines
that sort recyclable materials.

However, it's the perfect size for
compost! 

 

Learn more about WMAC, visit us
online at bayarea.wm.com!

The students at The German International School of
Silicon Valley in Emeryville start leaning about the
importance of recycling in preschool. Many of the
students are members of families who are living in the
United States on an extended stay. They have different
ideas about recycling and how it should be done.

Teachers and the PTA wanted students to see first hand
how compost and recycling is collected in their current
communities and we were willing to help!

WMAC driver Justin Kaady and Route Manager Matthew
Carter arrived at the school with a automatic side-
loader collection truck to show the students how
separated compostable materials are collected.

It was a great demonstration that had students from
pre-school to 3rd grade "ohhing and ahhing" all morning
despite a rainy day!
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